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QUESTION 1

Your Magento Commerce Cloud Pro merchant has told you they will have a large sale event and expect four to five
times the normal trafficfor three days. 

Which solution will eliminate downtime, and allow the infrastructure-to scale for the event in advance? 

A. Enable and configure scaling in the Magento cloud control panel 

B. Enable and configure scaling in live Cloud section of the Magentoadmin panel 

C. Submit a Magento support ticket prior to the relevant Information 

D. The cloud environment will auto scale based on the traffic levels 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant would like a promotional content block on thecart which changes by customer segment. the content should
only appear when you cart total is $50 or more excluding shipping. 

What solution will meet the requirement? 

A. Create a widget with a static block assign to a customer price rule. 

B. Create a dynamic block and choose the customer segment 

C. Create a static block and add it to the layout area for the shopping cart with the customer segment 

D. Create a banner, apply the \\'customer segment to the banner and choose the banner price rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The merchant in the United States plans to launch a B2B website with a unique catalog structure. The B2B website
must be available to Canada and Mexico. 

Canada and Mexico will utilize a new payment gateway. United States customers will have different pricing than Canada
and Mexico. 

What is the minimum number of combinations necessary to add accomplish the requirements? 

A. Three websites three store views 

B. website, one store, three store 

C. two stores, three store views 

D. One website, two stores three store views 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A merchant using Magento wants to create a special promotion for returning customers. The order discount should be
automatically applied anyone that spent more than $300 in the last 5 months. 

How do you implement this promotion? 

A. Configure a customer group to automatically associate the qualifying customers and a can price rule. 

B. Create a customer segment and assign it :o a catalog price rule 

C. Create a catalog price rule and apply the required condition for thecustomers group. 

D. Configure a customer segment and create a cart price rule with this new segment as a condition. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A shoe manufacturer Has created a product attribute named "Synthetic Material", its scope is configured to be Store
View and its input Type is Yes/no. However, this attribute is not available in the list to create a configurable product. 

How do they resolve this problem in the attribute configuration? 

A. Create a new select attribute with the Global scope 

B. Change the scope to be the Website scope 

C. Add two options values yes" and no" to this attribute 

D. Switch the Use in Configurable Product selection to `\\'yes\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: C 
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